Pearson MyLabsPlus Single Sign On Course Link

Create a single sign on link in your Blackboard Learn course that will allow users to access the Pearson MyLabsPlus course website without having the user sign in again.

- To create a link on your Blackboard Learn Course Content page, hover over Tools and click on **Pearson MyLabsPlus SingleSignOn** (you might have to click on **More Tools** to display all available tools.)
Pearson MyLabsPlus Single Sign On (continued)

You can modify the Link Name, add a description, and change the options before clicking Submit.

A link will be created for users to click on to access the Pearson MyLabsPlus website.
Pearson MyLabsPlus Single Sign On (continued)

It is suggested that the user right click on the link and select **Open link in new tab or window** as selecting the Pearson MyLabsPlus SingleSignOn link will close their Blackboard Learn course completely and open the MyLabsPlus course.

In **Google Chrome** browser (depending on the user’s settings), users might need to click the grey shield on the right-hand side of the browser’s address bar then click on Load unsafe scripts to continue to the Pearson MyLabsPlus website.

In **Mozilla Firefox** browser (depending on the user’s settings), users might need to click the grey shield on the left-hand side of the browser’s address bar then click on Load unsafe scripts to continue to the Pearson MyLabsPlus website.